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(1) Identification and Significance of the Problem or Opportunity 
 
The objective of this Phase I project is to demonstrate the ability of Intra-Tech’s FDI (Fault Detection and 
Identification) Monitoring software and Class Library of FDI algorithms to properly predict pending 
failures in computer controlled machines and equipment. Having a system with advanced warning capability 
is an important issue in industrial and defense systems monitoring [3,4]. With such ability possible 
catastrophic damage to the equipment can be avoided, while providing system operators with an opportunity 
to take preventive measures to maintain the readiness of the system. 
 
Common techniques and approaches used for digital FDI algorithm development over the last two decades 
are based on technologies that include application of stochastic systems, Kalman Filtering, Leuenberger 
deterministic observers, dynamical discrete time control systems theory (nonlinear, time varying, time 
invariant) that are represented by vector matrix recursive equations, and residual generation and evaluation 
[4,15,16,18,19].  In recent years, artificial intelligence techniques, neural networks are being applied to the 
evaluation of residuals [15].    
 
This Phase I research and development will be partly based on the PI’s (Principal Investigator) Ph.D. thesis 
(http://www.intra-tech.us/data/vitae.html#thesis) that has yet to be commercialized. In this research, the PI 
has investigated the generation and evaluation of residuals using function observers [7].  Based on the 
remarkable advances and reduced costs of computing power coupled with the increase in the complexity of 
mission critical systems, commercializing Intra-Tech’s innovative FDI Monitoring system so that it 
becomes part of most, if not all, systems would now not only be useful for many industries, but also cost-
effective. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
There are a number of approaches and algorithms that address the FDI problem of finding a way to predict 
potential malfunctions. These approaches can be used as a warning device that an impending failure is 
about to occur in the system.  Types of failures that can occur may be that of an actuator, sensor or possibly 
a failure in the system or process itself (the plant).   
 
Approaches to the solution of the FDI problem typically assume that a model of the normal operation of the 
system is available as well as that of the associated failure modes and failure signatures of the system. If 
models do not exist, techniques are available to develop them such as black-box models and applying 
statistical techniques based on input and output data analysis and/or physics equations [3] and other system 
identification techniques as in [11]. 
 
FDI approaches in general consist of a two-step process: generation of residuals and identification of 
failures based on these residuals [3].  These residuals are typically characterized by approaching zero when 
the model of the monitored equipment matches the actual equipment operation.  That is, when an estimate 
of the state of a modeled system matches the actual state of the system, the residual would approach zero. 
When the model deviates from the actual state the residual regresses from zero.   
 
A common approach used is based on mathematically modeling the system as a linear time invariant 
sampled data dynamical system represented by a recursive vector matrix equation.  This is the model that 
we shall initially use in our algorithm development.  As the research continues, more general models may be 
investigated such as a nonlinear model as in [20,21] and time varying stochastic system models.   
 
The simplified deterministic system model has the form: 
 
          xk+1  =  Axk    +   Buk 

          yk    =  Hxk 
 
            Figure 1. Linear dynamical time-invariant discrete time system 
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where  
             k = 0, 1, 2 …N     is the sample period 

x (nx1) state vector 
u (px1) input vector 
y (mx1) measurement vector 
 

              A (nxn) plant matrix 

              B (nxp) effector coefficients 
              H (mxn) sensor coefficient matrix 
 

If we consider noise in our model the equations become: 
 

          xk+1  =  Axk    +   Buk  + Cwk 

          yk    =  Hxk   + v k 
                     
           Figure 2. Stochastic model of linear system of Figure 1 
 
where 

w (qx1) noise vector (typically assumed to be zero mean gaussian) 
v (mx1) sensor noise (typically assumed to be zero mean gaussian) 
C (nxq) noise coefficients  

 
Note, even if the actual system is time varying and/or nonlinear, it is possible to represent it by Figure 1 in a 
certain operating range.  
 
1.2 Observer Theory 
 
In order to predict the state of an observable deterministic dynamic system described in Figure 1 by using 
the noise-free output measurements, the concept of an observer (formulated by Leuenberger) can be used  
[6,7,9]. The observer reconstruction error (which is the difference between the state estimate x’ k and the 
actual state xk) will asymptotically approach zero (xk – x’ k ◊  0).  Similarly, if we want to estimate the state 
of the stochastic system described by Figure 2, we can build an optimal stochastic observer based on 
minimizing some cost function (mean square reconstruction error). This optimal observer is a stochastic 
Kalman Filter [4,6]. 
 
A deterministic full observer used to estimate the state of the system described in Figure 1 can be 
implemented recursively and has the form: 
 
                       x’ k+1 = Ax’ k  +  Buk + K(yk-Hx’ k) 
 

which results in  
  x’ k+1 = (A-KH)  x’ k + Buk + Kyk 
                     
                          Figure 3. Full order observer 
 
Where K is some (nxm) gain matrix. The choice of this matrix will be based on some design criteria such as 
possibly optimizing some cost function or setting it to accentuate a specific failure signature.  
  
Also, if xk-x’ k ◊  0 then the output residual  
  
  r k = yk – Hx’ k  also approaches 0 asymptotically 
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If the observer has order n, it is called a full order observer. If the order is less than n, it is a reduced order 
observer, and if it has order n-m, it is called a minimal order observer.  It makes sense that the lower the 
order the less computation would be required to implement the observer. Less computation complexity is of 
course desirable.  
 
Observers will be used to detect and identify each failure signature, while they run in multiple simultaneous 
software execution threads. It is therefore important to implement an algorithm that reduces computer 
computation since it may be necessary to execute many instances of this algorithm, which would allow each 
instance to act as a predicative engine for every failure that is modeled.  For example, if there are M models 
of the system to consider (safe and with different fault models), there will be M times as much computation 
required.  
 
In our initial analysis, we will use function observers that can have a dimension even less than the minimum 
order observer (n-m), thus resulting in fewer computer computations.  In a function observer, we aim to 
estimate a linear function of the system state, instead of the state itself.  The PI’s Ph.D. thesis [7] shows how 
we would construct function observers. 
 
We intend to use these concepts in our approach.  Initially, we will start with the simpler deterministic 
models (which require simpler analysis) in which we will apply our algorithms and then progressively get 
more general and thus more sophisticated.  As mentioned, since our approach is partly based on the PI’s 
Ph.D. thesis, function observers will be investigated first. 
 
1.3 Failure Model 
 
In our analysis, we shall model failures of the system in Figure 1 as follows: 
 
 x k+1 = (A+A’)x  k + (B+B’)u  k 
            y k    = (H+H’)x  k 

 
Figure 4 – Failure Model 

  
Where A’, B’, H’ represent modeled failures in the plant, effectors and sensors, respectively.  
 
Normal system operation occurs when A’, B’, C’ are all zero. To simplify the initial analysis, we may 
assume that only one failure will occur and that only one of the matrices will be affected.       
  
Other failure and normal models will be considered afterwards including stochastic, nonlinear, 
multiplicative terms and time varying as investigated by other authors such as [20].  As this Phase I research 
continues, progressively more sophisticated algorithms will be added to Intra-Tech’s FDI Class Library, as 
theoretical and experiment results are derived and tested. 
 
1.4 Failure Indicator 
 
It is widely accepted and discussed by a number of authors [4,7,20] that failure information can be obtained 
from output residuals as defined above.  
 
Montgomery and Caglayan [12] obtain estimates of system state by using M Kalman filters (one for each 
failure hypothesized) and then form M residuals which are then used to make a decision as to the true 
failure, if one has in fact occurred. Beard [5], though builds a full order observer (n-dimensional) to 
estimate the system state and form output residuals that settle out into a fixed direction in Rn (output space, 
same as state space in this case) when a failure occurs.   
 

One advantage of using a residual is that in general the dimension is smaller than that of the system state 
[7]. However, Montgomery and Beard do not take full advantage of minimizing dimension since both 
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Montgomery and Caglayan’s Kalman filter and Beard’s observer are n dimensional while an n -m 
dimensional minimal order observer can be built to fully utilize the minimization. 
 
It can be shown [7] that by using function observers, the dimension of the observer can be further decreased 
to even less than n-m. 
 
1.5 Approach 
 
Observers have been applied and studied extensively in FDI applications [10,21]. During the beginning 
development of our algorithms, we will use a function observer variation of the observer paradigm to 
generate residuals based on the failure types needed to be detected by our FDI Monitoring software and 
Class Library.     
 
We will start with the simplified linear time invariant approach to develop our initial algorithms. We will 
then perform tests and add these to our library of algorithms. Then we will try different failure models, and 
scenarios and eventually progress into more general and advanced models as our library of algorithms 
becomes developed. We shall make use of the observer paradigm to implement many of our algorithms.  
 
Next we will begin hypothesizing a single failure of a sensor, actuator or plant malfunction based on the 
model in Figure 4.  This can even be simplified further by assuming one component in the sensor or 
effectors array has failed.  Plant failures may also be simplified. This will result in a simpler model of a 
given failure matrix A’, B’ or H’.   
 
Initially, we will use residuals based on a single scalar function observer (predictive engine) since this 
would be the easiest approach.  We will then develop a single function observer for each failure mode that 
can occur. If we have, say M models of the system to monitor (no-fault and failure models), then M 
residuals will be used to determine which model of the system is the correct one.  Each residual will have 
the characteristic that if it asymptotically or statistically approaches zero, it will indicate that the system is 
most likely represented by the associated model used.   
 
A decision process will be put in place to determine which residual best indicates the true system model, 
failed or safe (no-fault). If the system is about to fail, the residual approaching zero will identify which 
component malfunctioned. It is possible that correlated information for the other residual sequences can 
also aid in identifying which component failed or is about to fail. 
 
In the case of a model representing a safe system operation, the associated residual should be zero and it 
should be non-zero when in the failure mode. We would like the residual to be insensitive to noise and 
sensitive to a failure. Note that noise is inherently reduced due to the natural filtering by the observer. Also, 
an old idea is to insert a low level active control signal to accentuate a fault.  The scalar residual is 
described as follows:  
 
 rk  = f’ k – KTxk 
 
where  

f’ k is the scalar estimate of the linear function of the state  KTxk 
 KT is a (1xn) vector of constant coefficients 
 rk is a scalar residual 
 

Figure 5. Output scalar residual of single function observer 
 
Note, if we use a single function observer to estimate a scalar function of state and also model noise in our 
approach, we may then use each residual as a test statistic and apply statistical tests (such as M-ary 
hypothesis testing on the M residuals, or likelihood ratio tests [7,21]) to determine if it is statistically zero or 
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not.  If we take this approach, we can also determine the probability of success as well as the probability of 
false alarms, while we base our detection criteria on threshold values. 
 
In the PI’s Ph.D. thesis, the PI uses function observers to estimate a linear function of a system state rather 
than the full system state. It is shown that if this is done that the computation complexity is reduced [7].  As 
a starting point in this Phase I research, we shall use function observers and generate residuals, which are 
the difference between some linear function of a system state minus the same linear function’s estimate of 
the system’s actual state (see Figure 5).  The PI’s novel approach in his thesis is to design two scalar single 
function observers such that when certain modeled failures occur, the discrete time samples of the residuals 
generated in the R2 space will scatter along a line with a given slope.  The advantages of this innovative 
approach discussed in the PI’s Ph.D. thesis are:  
 

1. An observer inherently filters noise 
2. Reduced computation due to the use of function observers 
3. Certain failed modes will map to a line that can be seen as an x-y plot along a line with a given 

slope (simpler than an n-dimensional vector as in [5]). 
4. Least squares or other statistical techniques can estimate the slope of this line and determine if 

the modeled failed condition is about to occur 
5. Statistical measures can be used to measure the degree of confidence of the scatter plot 

represents a line with an a-priori known slope  
6. The FDI problem reduced to determining if scatter plot is along a line with a given slope 
7. Human heuristics based on system knowledge and the keen ability to integrate visual 

information can also be used as an augmentation to the computer in the evaluation of these 2-d 
scatter plots 

 
Note that optimal detection schemes (based on minimizing a Baysian cost function) are unrealistic since 
time of failure must be a consideration. With this in mind, we would have to hypothesize that a given failure 
occurred during each sample interval and generate a new predictive engine each time. This growing bank of 
these “detection filters” would result in the computation growing out of bounds and is impractical [7] 
(although it may be possible if we delete each newly generated predictor engine object after so many 
samples). Therefore, an underlying assumption is that the time of the failure is not reflected in the model but 
that it will affect the steady state behavior of the residual and will indicate that the failure occurred if it did.  
 
A common technique that may add some degree of robustness to the early detection results is to overdesign 
the observer (or estimator) by increasing the noise covariance [1] in order to reflect the uncertainty in the 
model. 
 
1.6 Data Driven Software Approach 
 
Intra-Tech’s FDI system monitoring software will use the FDI Class Library of algorithms and will be data 
driven.  The monitoring software will configure itself by parsing a XML configuration file consisting of 
encoded information such as parameters of failure models, parameters of process, actuator, and sensor 
models. Also, included would be which predictive engines and failure models to use, associations of 
algorithms with failure models, heuristic rules, and more.  
 
When the FDI monitoring program is executed, it first loads this XML configuration file, then instantiates 
each specified predictive engine from the FDI Class library to be used. Each predictive engine runs in a 
different thread and executes an algorithm that looks for a specific failure signature.  Data from the 
monitored equipment or machine is then processed by the FDI Monitoring system and when a pending 
failure is detected not only does an alert occur, but also the identification of the failure.  
 
The advantage of using a XML file is that it is based on a Standard and allows you to encode data in a 
hierarchical structure, while also having many XML parsers and tools available for parsing and viewing the 
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XML file. Of course, a DTD (Document Type Definition) document specifying the structure of the XML 
configuration files must be designed. 
 
1.7 Object-Oriented Software Approach 
 
This proof-of-concept will be coded in an object-oriented language such as Java. Each algorithm will be a 
Java Class inherited for a parent Java Interface or abstract class that contains methods that are available to 
all classes.  The XML configuration file will be setup by the user and will direct the FDI Monitoring 
software as to what failures it should be looking for. The software, after loading in the configuration data, 
will create instances of these classes, each one looking for it’s own particular fault to detect and identify.  
Since we will be running multi-threaded Java, each instance will run in a different execution thread. 
 
The FDI Class Library of algorithms will be easily expandable so that new algorithms can be seamlessly 
added to the library.  We expect the FDI Class Library to ultimately be able to detect and identify in 
advance a wide variety of possible failure types. This library will consist of robust FDI algorithms and be 
easily able to accommodate other models and algorithms based on other technical approaches. 
 
(2) PHASE I TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 
 
The objective of the Phase I project is to develop a library of routines based on innovative algorithms that 
are capable of predicting potential failures in systems and to validate the feasibility of these algorithms. The 
purpose of this Phrase I project can be enumerated as follows: 
 

1. Generate residuals based on the types of failures to be detected. 
2. Develop algorithms and perform tests to be added to the algorithm library  
3. Test different failure models and scenarios to prove FDI Monitoring system accurately predicts 

potential failures. 
 
(3) Phase I Work Plan 
 
We will begin with the simplest approach using function observers to create algorithms to test and then add 
to our library of algorithms. We will then try different failure models and scenarios, progressing to more 
general and/or advanced models. Although the initial analysis will be based on a deterministic point of 
view, our algorithms will also use statistical techniques as the research and analysis progresses. 
 
Once these algorithms are developed, the next step is to investigate the ability of these algorithms to 
successfully predict failures in real world situations.  Specifically, the objectives will be achieved by the 
following tasks: 

 
1. Develop a number of data driven algorithms that are capable of predicting failures based on 

operating effectors and sensor data derived from command logs, activity logs and error code 
logs. 

2. Evaluate the results of each of the algorithms used or the combination of algorithms used. 
3. Determine the failure categories that can be detected and those that can be isolated as well. 
4. Obtain samples of real data along with a model of the machine that generated this data. 
5. In addition, based on the algorithm used, obtain models of the machine with a known 

malfunctioning event. 
6. Write the software using the proposed algorithms to operate on this data. 
7. In addition, encode these machine models as initial parameter data to be used by these 

algorithms.  Models can be encoded in XML files for this data driven approach. 
 
In addition to analyzing actual data, we will run simulations of the failing and safe systems with noise 
models such as Monte Carlo simulations using various sensor and effectors noise models such as 
colored/white noise, Markov processes, random walks, etc. If the statistical models and associated 
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parameters do not exist we can use time series analysis techniques to obtain them [6].  Finally, we can 
compute an error propagation vector in real time using a covariance matrix to determine how well our 
model is tracking the real system. This analysis can also help to detect failures (depending on the algorithm 
used). 
 
3.1 Reporting 
 
Along with informal day-to-day contact with the program monitor, a monthly status report will be made.  At 
the end of the Phase 1 research, the results of the analysis, testing and simulations will be reported. In 
addition, the algorithms and software developed will be delivered.  
 
(4) Related Work 
 
The Principal Investigator, Dr. Saul Keslowitz, has previously written his Ph.D. thesis in 1977 on the topic 
of this Phase 1 project. 
 
In addition he published a paper on his Kalman Filter work, which he completed in 1978 [8]. These written 
works can be accessed through Intra-Tech’s web site at ( http://www.intra-tech.us/data/vitae.html).   
 
Most recently, as a Consultant, the PI has developed algorithms, object-oriented software in Java, C++ and 
Perl for Wall Street firms and has also developed embedded control hardware and software. Additional 
information on Dr. Saul Keslowitz’s work and innovations can also be viewed at Intra -Tech’s website 
(http://www.intra-tech.us). 
 
Although no coordination with outside sources is presently expected, if the need arises, Intra-Tech has 
associations with several skilled and experienced consultants in the disciplines required for this project. 
 
(5) Relationship with Future Research or Research and Development 
 
Anticipated results of the Phase I project include initial development of the FDI Monitoring software 
framework and associated Class Library framework of FDI algorithms that will have immediate use in 
advanced warning of failures occurring in computer controlled machines/equipment. The algorithms will 
initially be based on the concept of observers and general failure models of linear dynamical systems. 
However, in the future, other algorithms based on other technologies will be added to the FDI class library.  
 
The FDI framework developed in Phase I will set the stage for Phase II research and development.  Future 
performance of the existing algorithms may be improved based on the results of Phase I. Integration of 
other algorithms into Intra-Tech’s FDI Monitoring and Class Library framework usi ng other technologies 
are expected to further improve FDI behavior.      
 
New algorithms and models may be discovered based on the Phase I empirical analysis and test results 
obtained. Analysis of the sample data may spawn additional ideas that will further result in possibly new 
theoretical analyses and empirical results. 
 
Also, once Intra-Tech’s FDI Monitoring and Class Library framework is set up, it can be used as a test bed 
for rapid prototyping of new ideas.  In addition, we expect to apply other technologies that provide other 
solutions to the FDI problem, including neural networks, genetic algorithms, topology, signal analysis, 
logic, expert systems, heuristics and other pattern recognition approaches to the signature identification of 
malfunctioning machines.  
 
Another aspect of this research that is not considered in this Phase I analysis is that of using the inherent or 
the intentional redundancy of a system to reorganize the system control strategies so that it can continue to 
be controlled [2,13].  This would be extremely helpful in aircraft systems with redundant sensors and 
overlapping control surfaces.  
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(6) Commercialization Strategy 
 
Advanced warning of faults, failures and other error events in computer controlled equipment/machines can 
make the equipment safer and prevent catastrophic damage.  FDI Monitoring can be installed to forecast 
malfunctions in aircraft systems, automobiles, energy management systems, chemical industry, DOD 
systems and more.   
 
The following quote from Ohio State University indicates the importance of a failure detection and 
identification system. (http://www.che.eng.ohio-state.edu/~bakshi/research/FDD.html)  
 
“Detecting and diagnosis of process faults or abnormal situations is essential for efficient process operation. 
It is estimated that the petrochemical industries lose an estimated $20 billion each year due to abnormal 
situations”.  
 
Intra-Tech’s FDI monitoring software along with the FD I Class Library framework will be data driven so 
that a XML file can be setup by the application programmer or user to initially configure the software for 
the specific failure modes of the target equipment to be monitored.  Once this is done, the software would 
be able to run on the monitoring computer. A documented API (Application Programming Interface) of the 
Class Library will also be provided for the programmer so that specific FDI algorithms can be used 
individually. 
 
The software will be written in the most popular languages such as Java and C++ and possibly C and the 
byte-code and/or object modules can be delivered. It can also be compiled using the compiler used by the 
target computer. 
 
(7) Key Personnel 
 
DR. SAUL L. KESLOWITZ 
President 
 
EDUCATION 

• Ph.D., Control Systems Analysis, SUNY at Stony Brook, N.Y. 1977. 
o Thesis: “Failure Detection in Linear Systems Using Function Observers”  
o (http://www.intra-tech.us/data/vitae.html#thesis) 

• M.S., Electrical Engineering, SUNY at Stony Brook, N.Y. 1974. 
• B.A., Physics/Math, Queens College, N.Y. 1972. 

 
CURRENT POSITION AND RESEARCH 
 
Dr. Saul Keslowitz founded Intra-Tech, Inc. (http://www.intra-tech.us) in 1996 and has been doing design 
and development contract work in the areas of embedded control, algorithms and software development, in 
which he has over 25 years experience. In addition, he is setting up partnerships and alliances with other 
Technology companies and engineers in effort to make Intra-Tech a more research and development 
oriented company, that develops innovative Hi-Tech products.  
 
Dr. Keslowitz has architect, designed and developed Mission Critical Real Time Software for top Wall 
Street firms. Some of his contracts entailed developing software to incrementally phase out legacy systems 
and migrate to state of the art hardware platforms that use modern software languages. 
 
Dr. Keslowitz also developed an expert system algorithm for a top Wall Street firm that chose the best stock 
price to load into a database from multiple vendors based on heuristic rules.  Other tasks included 
improving the performance and throughput of existing systems, developing a failure recovery scheme and 
monitoring and reporting the health of UNIX and NT computers throughout the firm. 
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An embedded control contract included the development of a multiple microcontroller-based product that 
precisely controlled a showerhead used in paper manufacturing plants all over the world and is considered 
the most sophisticated in the Paper Industry.  Previous designs that Dr. Keslowitz developed became the de 
facto standard in the industry.  Commands from a PC/AT were sent/received over a multi-drop RS-485 line 
in order to monitor and control up to 100 of these units. This multi-layer board also included analog digital 
conversion, digital I/O, pushbutton programming, a 4-line florescent display, and precision stepper motor 
control. In addition to motor speed and displacement control, these units monitored temperature, peak 
temperature, power supply current, and motion profiles, which could be programmed. The microcontroller 
programs were written in C, and the PC communication/GUI software was written in Visual Basic. 
 
Dr. Keslowitz has a wide variety of interdisciplinary technical experience in Control Systems analysis, 
software development and hardware development.  Some of the modern languages that he developed 
software in include multi-threaded Java (running multiple Unix processes with IPC), C++, C, Perl5.0, SQL 
(Sybase).  
 
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 
 
Prior to forming Intra-Tech, Dr. Keslowitz has performed Defense related development work for a number 
of companies.   
 
These jobs involved using Control systems analysis, Kalman Filtering, embedded control, chip level 
programming, RTOS (real time operating systems).  
 
From 1989 to 1996, while a Contract Employee at AT&T Bell Laboratories, Whippany, N.J., Federal Systems, 
Dr. Keslowitz developed interactive X-Windows display tools for real time data collection and analysis on a 
SUN UNIX server used to test sonar signal processing hardware and software.  Display types included 
intensity, line plots, and histograms with annotated cursors. These tools were used to visually analyze various 
types of sonar data and perform statistical analysis. 
 
From 1980 to 1989, as a Senior Software Engineer at Grumman Space Systems, in Bethpage, N.Y., Dr. 
Keslowitz was involved with the development of hardware/software for a multiple microcomputer based   
Space Station simulation and robotics laboratory.  He successfully integrated the following technologies: voice 
recognition, infrared touch bezel, 6 degree of freedom hand controllers, and color graphics overlay of video 
images. They ran on an Intel Multibus platform, running a real time operating system. Intel's distributed control 
modules were used for control and communications between computers, robot arms and cameras. Dr. 
Keslowitz also wrote papers, spoke at conferences at NASA and Intel Corporation and received 2 patents for 
this work. 
 
In addition, at Grumman, he has done Secret work on aircraft simulators and mission critical aircraft 
embedded control software development.  
 
From 1977 to 1980, as an Inertial Systems Analyst, Sperry Systems Mgmt, Lake Success, N.Y., Dr. 
Keslowitz mathematically modeled error propagation in inertial navigation system using stochastic error 
models.  He designed and analyzed performance of optimal and sub-optimal Kalman Filter and simulated 
operation of the Kalman Filter for error improvement in the navigation of a submarine.  Math models were 
obtained by time series analysis of real data obtained from navigation system components such as gyros and 
accelerometers. This work on the Trident Submarine program was Secret.  
 
 
SOCIETIES 

• IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
 
PAPERS (http://www.intra-tech.us/data/vitae.html) 
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• S. Keslowitz "An iRMX-86 based Multi-Microcomputer Controls & Displays Laboratory for 
Space Station Simulations", International IRUG Conference, Dallas, Texas, October 25-27, 1987 

• S. Keslowitz "Open Control/Display System for a Telerobotics Work Station", 1987 Goddard 
Conference on Space Applications to Artificial Intelligence and Robotics, May 13-14 1987 

• S. Keslowitz et. al., "Data-Mixing for Improved Navigation Performance", Position, Location, 
and Navigation Symposium, November 7-9,1978, San Diego, CA 

 
PATENTS (http://www.intra-tech.us/data/vitae.html) 

• October 8, 1991  "Central Control and Monitor Unit",  #5,055,996 
• January 26, 1993  "Apparatus and Method for Producing a Video Display",  #5,181,823  

 Both assigned to Grumman Aerospace Corporation 
 
(8) Facilities/Equipment 
 
Phase I will only perform post processing analysis on historical data and do simulations.  Therefore, we 
only need PCs, a programming development environment and an Internet connection, all of which Intra-
Tech has. 
  
(9) Consultants 
 
It is not foreseen that any Consultants or software developers will be needed for the Phase I program.  If the 
need arises, Intra-Tech knows a number of software developers and academics from local universities that 
are available.    
 
(10) Prior, Current or Pending Support 
 
Intra-Tech has no prior, current or pending support for a similar proposal. 
 
(11) Cost Proposal 
 
See attached. 
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